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Introduction:  In the work [1] the migration of 

comets from Oort’s and Hill’s clouds to the terrestrial 

type planets  has been considered. The mass of the per-

turbed bodies  has been in dozens times less then the 

mass of the Moon The perihelion  distance of the per-

turbed bodies  has been equal to 10
4
. Here we also de-

termine the conditions of collisions of small bodies and 

the terrestrial type planets. Jupiter with the circle orbit 

is the perturbed body. The initial perihelion distance of 

the small bodies with initial unperturbed parabolic or-

bit equals 10
1
 AU. The region of the initial positions of 

Jupiter in which the parabolic orbits of the small bodies 

transform into the elliptical orbits of the terrestrial type 

planets crossers is investigated. 

Fundamental Equations:  In the frame of the pla-

nar circular restricted 3 body problem (the Sun – Jupi-

ter – the small body) the vector differential equation of 

the small body motion is  

d
2
r/dt

2
=-GmSr/r

3
-GmJ(r-rJ)/׀r-rJ(1)                ׀ 

Here, r and rJ are the heliocentric radii - vectors  of the 

small body and Jupiter, G is gravitational constant, mS 

and mJ are mass of the Sun and Jupiter corresponding-

ly. t is the Newtonian time. rJ=5.2 AU. 

Using the system of the units in which the semi ma-

jor axis  of the Earth’s orbit aE=1 AU, mS=1, G=1 and  

independent variable  is the true anomaly of the Earth 

(vE),  which is measured from axis of abscissas. The 

equation of (1) may be presented in the form 

d
2
r/dt

2
=-r/r

3
-m’J(r-rJ)/׀r-rJ׀

3
.            (2) 

where m’J is mJ/mS. 

Let’s denote by letter φ an angle between the x-axis 

and the initial position of Jupiter. At this angle the 

small body must cross the orbit of a terrestrial type 

planet. Let r(J-c)min is a minimal distance between Jupiter 

and the  small body, r(S-c)min   is a minimal distance be-

tween the Sun and the small body.  

Numerical Experiments: The initial conditions of the 

small body moving along the heliocentric parabolic 

orbit (that is unperturbed only in initial moment of 

time) are following x0= 34.0000000000000000000000 

(units of length), y0=21.0713075057054776968028 

(units of length), (dx/dv)0 = -

0.21505813167606566929323 
(units of length/units of time), (dy/dv)0 =-

0.0612372435695794524549320 (units of length / 

units of time). In the table 1 and in the figures (1–5) the 

results of integrating of the equation (2) are presented. 
Table 1. 

The minimal distances between the small bodies 

and the massive bodies for parameter φ’ 

φ’=-8.72323 rad 

r(S-c)min   =0.9639AU; vE=191.04 rad. 

 r(J-c)min=0.00014 AU < RJ, vE=123.9538005 rad. 

φ’=-8.7247523821 rad 

r(S-c)min =0.98545AU; vE=132.825 rad. 

 r(J-c)min=0.01631 AU >RJ, vE=123.9695 rad. 

φ’=-8.7271 rad 

r(S-c)min =0.98545AU; vE=132.825 rad. 

 r(J-c)min=0.01631 AU >RJ, vE=123.9695 rad. 

It should be noted that angular diameter of Jupiter 

equals 0.0018 rad for the Earth’s observer, and so, any 

of small and fall down Jupiter bodies, moving along 

straight lines trajectories do not cross orbits of the ter-

restrial type planets. 

 
Fig. 1. Transitions of the small bodies from the helio-

centric parabolic orbits into a jovocentric trajectory    

and in a heliocentric elliptical orbit (after approaching 

Jupiter). φ’ = -8.7247523821 rad. i=0°. r(J-c)min = 

0.004999  AU, 0<vE<200  rad. Radius of Jupiter equals 

RJ = 0.00047789444440 AU. r(Sun-c)min = 0.095 AU, 

vE=133.45 rad. 
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Fig. 2. A heliocentric trajectory of the small body. 

0<vE<200 rad.  φ’=-8.72323 rad. r(Sun-c) min=0.9639 

AU, vE=191.04 rad. Minimal distance between Jupiter 

and the small body equals 0.00014 AU < RJ, 

vE=123.9538005 rad.  

 
Fig. 3.  A heliocentric trajectory of the small body. 

0<vE<200 rad.  φ’=-8.7271 rad. r(Sun-c) min=0.98545 

AU, vE=132.825 rad. Minimal distance between Jupiter 

and the small body equals 0.01631 AU > RJ, 

vE=123.9538005 rad.  

Conclusion: 1. The corresponding “key holes” for the 

considered small bodies which must cross the orbits of 

the terrestrial type planets, after approaching Jupiter,  

are equal approximately 0.004 rad (-8.7271 рад < φ’< -

8.72323 рад), that is in comparison  with the angular 

diameter of Jupiter (0.0018 rad for the Earth’s observ-

er). 2. For the extremal cases, the elliptical orbits of the 

bodies (initially moving along the parabolic orbit) are 

symmetrical in respect of the axis of ordinates (Fig.2 

and Fig. 3). 3. The perturbed bodies with mass that in 

dozens time less than mass of the Moon  are also trans-

fer of the small bodies to the region of terrestrial type 

planets, but the corresponding “key holes” are less  in 

thousands times [1]. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Jovocentric trajectory of the small body. φ’=-

8.7271 rad. 0<vE<300 rad. Minimal distance between 

the Sun and the small body equals  0.98545 AU, 

vE=132.825 rad. Minimal distance between Jupiter and 

the small body equals 0.01631 AU > RJ, 

vE=123.9538005 rad. 

 

Fig. 5. A distance between the Sun and the small body. 

0<vE<300 rad.  φ’=-8.7271 rad. r(Sun-c) min=0.98545 

AU, vE=132.825 rad. Minimal distance between Jupiter 

and the small body equals 0.01631 AU > RJ, 

vE=123.9538005 rad. 
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